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1.  Viewpoints on the Study Concerning Japanese Steel Industry
Generally many developing nations to aim at economic development first try to create the light manufacturing
industries such as shoemaking, textiles, simple machines and so on. Exporting the diverse products of light
manufacturing industries brings the nations massive benefit. The states which establish light manufacturing
industries tend to start to shift to next stage of heavy manufacturing industries-centered industrial structure.
Steel industry is one of the most substantial fields of heavy manufacturing industry. The industry is one of the
most important industries to expand national economy as a whole. The demand for steel products is potentially
very massive in domestic and overseas markets. High competitive domestic steel industry to produce high-
quality and inexpensive diverse steel products is able to contribute to stable development of other domestic
manufacturing industries to use them, including automobile industry, heavy machinery industry and
construction industry. Steel industry is as it were the crucial corner stone of heavy manufacturing industry-
centered economy. Historically many nations which aim at their rapid economic development have tried to
establish the industry. But to set up the industry requires various necessary costly factors , which is quite
different from the creation of light manufacturing industries. Formation of competitive steel manufacturing
industry requires some crucial conditions. First, multifarious huge equipment. Secondly, excellent technologies
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built in them. Thirdly, immense monetary capital to realize these two conditions. Fourthly , procurement of
natural resources like iron ore and coal.
Japan has succeeded in the development of domestic steel industry in spite of facing various negative
conditions including scarce natural resources and damage at World WarⅡ. Investigation of Japanese steel
industry is significant. Steel industry had been the crucial industry to get Japanese economy to take off and
realize rapid growth of it in the first half of 1900s, 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. Therefore industrial policy for it had
been effective. Government used various policy tools to promote the steel. The contents of Japanese successful
industrial policy is able to be identified through researching the policy for the steel(1). Recently Japanese giant
firms to produce steel carries out very aggressive new strategies, trying to riding on the big wave of
globalization, which has brought about global scale fierce competition. The firms had to diversify their
businesses to maintain their aggregate interest. Some companies take strategy of giant merger to survive at
fierce competition. We can find useful models of strategic behaviors of Japanese large corporations which manage
to face the tide of globalization through the study of recent actions of big Japanese steel companies. 
The principal target of this thesis is to analyze the long-term trace of the rapid development of Japanese steel
industry as the key impetus to heavy-manufacturing-centered industrialized nation and to explain the dynamic
adaptation of the mature industry to recent fundamental change of industrial environment , which is caused by
globalization.
2.  Start of Japan’s Modernization and Development of Steel Industry
First bud of modern steel manufacturing in Japan was generated at Kamaishi of now Iwate Prefecture. Chobei
Tanaka succeeded in production of steel by using modern blast furnace. After Meiji Restoration in 1868 Japan
had to construct roads, harbors, and railroads as national infrastructures to realize modernization of society.
The very necessary material for the construction was steel(2). Therefore Japanese government needed to build
strong base of steel making. In 1887 Kamaishi-kozan Tanaka Steel Firm was set up. Tanaka Steel produced
5,490 tons of pig iron in 1891, which was equivalent to about 30% of national steel production. In 1897 Meiji
government determined construction of national steel plant at villege of Yahata in Fukuoka Prefecture. The
reason why the place was selected was because it was advantageous in terms of procurement of coal. In 1901 a
national steel company, Yahata Steel Corporation was set up. The performance of Yahata Steel was very high.
The company produced 26% of pig iron and 63% of steel in Japan in 1904. The share at pig iron increased to 75%
and the share of steel jumped to 89% in 1912. After establishment of Yahata Steel, private capital created steel
manufacturing plants. Sumitomo Steel Casting Plant was set up in 1901. Kobe Steel was founded in 1905. Kawasaki
Shipbuilding Company made a steel making plant in 1906. Nipponkokan (NKK) was set up in 1912. Average
yearly growth rate of Japanese steel industry from 1901 to 1920 was about 10 %. In 1934 Yahata Steel, Yunishi
Steel, Fuji Steel,Toyo Steel,Mitsubishi Steel, Kyushu Steel and Kamaishi-kozan Tanaka Steel were consolidated
into Nippon Steel Corporation. (3)Japanese steel industry established its foundation in the first four decades of 1900s.
3.  Damage at WWⅡ and Recovery of Production   
Defeat at World WarⅡ damaged the steel industry and it was forced to take off again from ruins. Domestic
steel industry was compelled to stop its production because of very scarce amount of necessary resources like
coal. Government implemented aggressive policies to revitalize the collapsed steel industry. Ministry of
Commerce and Industry (MCI) directed steel makers to save scarce coal by concentrating it on small numbers of
burners and attempted utilization of massive amount of scrap metal generated from war damage. The policy of
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Subsidies Offsetting Price Differentials was implemented. The subsidies were supplied for domestic steel
manufacturers to fill the differentials between relatively high prices of steel products of producers and relatively
low prices of them for consumers , which would actualize stable interests of domestic steel manufacturers. 
The most effective policy to promote revitalization of steel industry was Priority Production Scheme. It was
the policy to distribute scarce capital, resources and other materials to coal and steel industries first. The two
critical industries cooperated effectively by allocating generated coal for steel industry first and vice versa.
Production amount of coal was 29.34 million tons in 1947,which increased to 34.79 million tons in 1948. Production
amount of crude steel was 557,000 tons in 1946. It grew to 952,000 tons in 1947,which jumped up to 1 million
and 715,000 tons in 1948. The amount of pig iron was 81,000 tons in the end of 1945. It expanded to 347,000
tons in 1947 and 808,000 tons in 1948. The aggregate amount of produced ordinary steel was 68,000 tons in the
end of 1945. It increased to 359,000 tons in 1946, 569,000 tons in 1947, and 1,115,000 tons in 1948. These data
clearly testified that Priority Production Scheme contributed to the expansion of domestic steel production. 
4.  Aggressive Capital Procurement
Reconstruction Bank had worked to revitalize collapsed Japanese economy since the end of WWⅡ. In 1951
the bank was abolished and Japan Development Bank (JDB) was set up to promote domestic influential
industries. Steel, shipbuilding, coal and electric power were the four preferential industries which were
guaranteed to be provided with JDB financing. In the first half of 1950s JDB financed 17 billion yen to steel
industry, which was around 13% of aggregate amount of investment at domestic steel ( 128 billion yen ).
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Government  introduced foreign capital to supply domestic industries trying to implement continuous
investment for massive capital. Total amount of introduction of foreign capital from 1952 to 60 was 1 billion and
9.81 million dollars, which were composed of 84.2% of lending and 15.6% of investing in stocks. The lending
consisted of 43.3% financed by the World Bank, 20.7% by Export Import Bank of Washington ( EIBW ), and
15.1% by US private banks. Steel industry borrowed 42.9% (157.9 million dollars) of the World Bank financing
and 26.4% ( 46.4 million dollars ) of lending by EIBW from 1953 to 60. Regarding the conditions of financing,
the World Bank imposed 5 or 5.75% as interest rate and 20 or 25 years as the term of redemption, and EIBW
set 5 ~5.75% and 9~20 years, which were substantially advantageous to Japanese manufacturers. JDB and
Industrial Bank of Japan ( IBJ ) became the guarantors for the financing.
Table 1 indicates the details of finance to Japanese steel companies by foreign capital. In terms of ratio of
foreign capital to aggregate amount of borrowing from 1956 to 60,  Kawasaki Steel’s ratio was 67%, Kobe Steel’s
53%, Sumitomo Metal Industries’ 45%, NKK ’s 20% ,Fuji Steel’s 19% and Yahata Steel’s 18%. 12.3% (7.3 billion
yen) of total amount of investment in steel from 1956 to 60 was covered by foreign capital. Under
disadvantageous situation in 1950s, at which only scarce monetary capital existed in domestic private financial
sector, JDB financing and foreign capital introduction were definitely effective, which worked as driving force to
enable collapsed steel industry to take off again.
5.  Dynamic Technologies Introduction
Japanese steel manufacturers aggressively introduced diverse new technologies to promote productivity in
1950s. They formed their first rationalization plans and renewal first plans for technologies introduction in first
half of 1950s. To upgrade rolling equipment was emphasized. 2.93 million tons of pig iron in 1951 increased to
6.29 million tons in 1955. 8.30 million tons of general steel material in 1951 expanded to 9.66 million tons in
1955. 270 thousand tons of production by hot strip mill at rolling field in 1951 jumped to 1.9 million tons in
1955.The amount by cold strip was 139 thousand tons in 1951,which grew to 1 million and 14 thousand tons in
1955. Cost reduction was realized, too. The cost of melting iron dropped by 14%, the cost of creating ingot by 12%
and the cost of making slab by 15% from 1951 to 55.
In the latter half of 1950s domestic makers formed second rationalization plans. The substantial shift of
fundamental material, from scrap metal to iron ore, was emphasized. To decrease the cost of making pig iron by
introduction of large scale burners and related equipment was necessitated. The necessity of introducing new
rolling equipment to upgrade the quality of steel products was also emphasized. To develop overseas iron ore
and build the special ships to convey it was planned. Construction of huge harbors was pointed out as important
subject. The aggregate amount of investment of second rationalization was 541.6 billion yen. 17.7% of it was
poured into the field of making pig iron. The number of blast furnace was 5 in 1957,which increased to 13 in
1960. Pure oxygen converter continued to be introduced. Its number became 20 in 1960, which was the largest
number in the world at that time, followed by 14 in US. In terms of rolling field, the newest equipment of hot
strip mill, cold strip mill, thick board mill, wire rod and so on were introduced, which promoted efficiency of
domestic steel production. The amount of rolled material per one hour at hot strip mill increased by 50%. The
amount at group mill grew by 60%. 
The industrial policy by Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) promoted the introduction of
beneficial foreign technologies(4). MITI had the substantial authority to authorize over one year contracts of
introduction of foreign technologies under Foreign Capital Law. The economic reality that government needed to
allocate very scarce foreign currencies wisely was behind enforcement of the law. Steel industry was given
preference in terms of introducing technologies. The introduction of Strip Mill Operation Technology, which was
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more excellent than former Pull Over Mill in terms of efficiency and quality of produced products, was realized
in the first half of 1950s. Fuji Steel formed the contracts with Armco in US so as to introduce the technology in
1951. Yahata Steel made it in 1952,followed by other manufacturers’ aggressive introduction of the technology.
About 50% of former Pull Over Mill were replaced by Strip Mill Operation, which increased the productivity of
domestic steel industry as a whole. To introduce Continuous Casting Technology was authorized in 1954. MITI
carried out an administrative guidance when private firms tried to introduce LD Converter from foreign
companies. Individual contract of each firm was not authorized by MITI because it would result in
disadvantageous contract. MITI authorized NKK to get general license about LD Converter with Alpinemontes
of Austria and enabled it to distribute the technology as sublicense to other domestic steel manufacturers.
6.  Rapid Growth in 1960s
In 1960s Japanese steel industry developed rapidly. The total amount of investment from 1961 to 65 was over
1 trillion yen. In terms of blast furnaces, average cubic capacity was 1,500m3 and production capacity of pig iron
per one year was about 8,000 thousand tons in 1960 and 61.Cubic capacity expanded to 2,000m3 and production
capacity increased to some 1 million and 3,000 thousand tons in 1965. Average cubic capacity became 2,500m3
and the capacity of production grew to around 1.8 million tons. Production capacity of crude steel grew by
89%.The capacity of hot strip developed by 75%. Large part of open-hearth furnaces were replaced by LD
converters in 1960s.The number of the converter was 60 and the aggregate amount of production by them was
about 50 million tons in 1968,which were top record in the world. The number continued to increase to 83 and
the amount jumped up to 91.48 million tons in 1970.Preferential depreciation was provided with the equipment
of steel industry. Average statutory life of equipment was shortened by 20% in 1961.It was shortened by 15% in
1964.Diverse new equipment including advanced strip mills, continuous casting equipment or full continuous
casting equipment were introduced. 
Many coastal heavy and chemical industrial complexes were constructed to bind steel metals, machinery and
electric power. Basically raw materials and fuel needed to be imported by ships. To construct huge coastal
industrial complexes was beneficial(5). Steel plants were regarded as central parts of the complexes. Connection
between steel making and other fields such as machinery, metals, cement and electric power was emphasized.
Gas and other secondary products, generated from operation of blast furnaces and converters, were considered to
be linked with petrochemical industry. Each steel maker continued to construct giant steel plant. Yahata built
huge steel plants at Sakai and Kimitsu. Fuji built them at Nagoya and Ohita. NKK constructed a steel plant at
Fukuyama. Kawasaki Steel constructed it at Mizushima. It was built by Sumitomo Metal Industries at
Kashima. It was constructed by Kobe Steel at Kakogawa. The steel plant of Kawasaki Steel at Mizushima ,
including 4 giant blast furnaces, 6 converters and continuous casting equipment, was the largest plant in the
world, which produced over 8 million tons crude steel per one year. The huge blast furnace at Fukuyama plant
of NKK completed the largest amount of production per one month on June in 1967. The reason why the private
firms could build super large plants was because they used huge coastal areas.17 super large blast furnaces of
over 4000m3 existed in the world in the end of 1960s.12 of them were set up in Japan. 
7.  Adjustment of Over Activity 
Rising steel industry of Japan started to face possibility of excessive production in the latter half of 1950s.
Excessive production would bring about serious recession at the industrial field. Steel manufacturing companies
were the leading group for Japanese economy as a whole. Critical depression of them would lead to negative
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linkage effect of other widely related industries. Government tried to adjust excessive production. But the policy
to adjust over activity of steel industry was very controversial. To regulate over production is not beneficial in
terms of the benefit of whole national economy under the principle of neoclassical economics. According to the
principle, over production causes the reduction of prices of steel products, which leads to rising benefit for steel
users. To adjust steel production politically stops the reduction of steel products, which is not beneficial for
consumers of them and stifles market mechanism to actualize sound allocation of economic resources. The idea
of Japanese government was different. Its recognition was that steel industry was the most crucial one to
support national economy. Excessive production would cause excessive reduction of benefit of steel makers or
serious recession, which would undercut national economy through negative chain reaction. Actually MITI had
tried to adjust the amount of steel materials by implementing administrative guidance in the latter half of 1950s.
However the tendency of excessive production was not solved . In 1958 Open Sale Scheme was formed to
regulate the amount of production and the sale of steel materials. Under the system steel manufacturers needed
to report their scheduled selling amount and prices. MITI tried to regulate the amount and the prices. 
They were forced to sell their products with their self-restraint prices. Watching committee was formed to
monitor production amount and prices of private firms. In 1958 and 59 the system worked effectively to realize
sound market condition. The regulation by the system was alleviated and it would continue to exist, though Fair
Trade Committee sometimes called for abolishing it. In 1962 and 63 when steel industry faced recession, MITI
directed the firms to reduce production amount by some 20%. In 1965 MITI submitted another administrative
guidance to decrease production. Sumitomo Metal obviously rejected the direction. The friction between the
company and MITI took place. Although Sumitomo Metal Industries finally agreed to MITI’s guidance, the
incident showed the difficulty of regulating steel production by governmental guidance and the necessity to
create other tools to manage it. 
MITI attempted to manage aggressive investment of steel manufacturers to stop over production. Steel
making companies were directed to refrain from investing in steel manufacturing equipments. Enough result of
adjusting investment never appeared. The serious tendency of excessive investment had continued in the first
half of 1960s. In 1967 MITI made Steel Section at Industrial Structure Council, composed of the representatives
of steel making companies, steel users, bankers, scholars and so forth, to actualize sound condition of
investment. But it never worked as the force to adjust over investment.
The integration between Yahata Steel and Fuji Steel was planned to generate a super large scale steel
producing company as the influential leading giant to be able to influence investment, production and prices at
domestic steel industrial field. Fair Trade Committee obviously disagreed to it because the committee
recognized that sound market competition would be stifled in some categories of steel products, including rails
for railway or tinplate for food can if it would be actualized. MITI carried out aggressive negotiation while it
submitted effective measures to guarantee market competition at steel industry. In 1970 the consolidation came
true and appeared Nippon Steel Corporation with capital of 229.36 billion yen, employees of about 82,000 and
turnover of 1 trillion yen, which got ahead of US Steel and became the top in terms of capacity of crude steel
production. The generation of the steel giant formed rigid market share structure called `` ikkyouyonjaku``
which means one strong firm and four weak firms. The giant firm would play key role to manage investment,
production and prices at domestic steel. Actually in the end of 1970 it realized the reduction of domestic
production of crude steel. 
8.  Export Promotion and Export Restraint
The amount of steel export was about 1 million tons in the end of 1950s. It increased to 2.513 million tons in
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1961, 4.132 million tons in 1962, 5.638 million tons in 1963, 6.921 million tons in 1964, 9.909 million tons in
1965, 13.153 million tons in 1968, and 16.066 million tons in 1969. Average growth rate per one year of the
world steel export by steel exporters excluding Japan was 7.8% in 1960s. The rate of Japan was 27.6%. The
share of Japanese steel in the world steel export turned over 10% in the latter half of 1960s.Principal exporting
areas were Philippine, India, Pakistan, Australia and Argentina in 1950s.The export to US grew in 1960s.The
ratio of the export to US of Japanese all steel export became over 50% in 1968.The ratio of the export to
European area was some 5% in the first half of 1960s.It jumped to 14% in 1968.The share of steel export of all
national export was 8.4% in 1959.It grew to 10.6% in 1960,10.0% in 1961, 12.0% in 1962, 13.9% in 1963, 14.6%
in 1964  and 16.2% in 1965.
The policies to promote export were effective. Scheme of Deduction of Export Extra Benefit was set up in 1957.
The scheme worked effectively as the institution to realize tax-cut for the firms taking benefit from export. It
contributed to promoting export of steel products. In 1962 Steel Export Products Meeting as the joint meeting
between MITI and steel manufacturers was set up to find useful tactics to promote steel export. To improve the
insurance system for export benefit and implement expanded preferential financing for exporters by increasing
governmental fund to Export Import Bank of Japan was proposed and carried out.
In the second half of 1960s excessive export of Japanese steel to US caused the serious reduction of benefit of
US steel manufacturers and the possibility of massive layoff. Many bills to regulate the import of the steel
products were presented at state congresses and federal congress in US. Bills of Buy American Act which would
be planned to regulate steel import and promote purchasing American steel products were submitted in over 10
states including California, Pennsylvania, Texas and Massachusetts. Bill of Revised Act of Fair Labor Standard
which would realize lifting tariff rate and adopting import quota, considering negative situation of employment
caused by import, was presented at federal congress. Bill of 1967 Steel Trade Order Maintenance that would
limit import share of steel to 9.6%, which had been average share from 1964 to 66, and many other bills of
import quota such as Dent Bill, Tact Bill and Tompuson Bill appeared at same stage. Although almost all bills
never came into effect mainly because federal government to regard them as serious action to protectionism
disagreed, Japanese steel makers and MITI were worried about US tendency toward protectionism. Basically US
market which accepted massive amount of Japanese manufactured products was the most important element for
Japanese economy.
Voluntary export restraint (VER) was implemented in 1966. Steel firms created virtual cartel concerning
export amount. Export and Import Transactions Act enabled Minister of MITI to direct firms to form cartel
concerning export amount. The cartel under the act was regarded as legal action to be consistent with
Anti-Monopoly Act. The growth rate of the amount of steel export to US ,compared with the amount in the
previous year, was 48.5% in 1965. It dropped to 6.2% in 1966 and 4.8% in 1967. In 1969 more comprehensive
VER was enforced(6). Aggregate amount of steel export to US would be limited to 5,216,400 tons in 1969, which
would be 25% smaller amount, compared with one in 1968. The growth rate of export in continuing two years
after 1969 would be confined to 5%. The VER gathering some 200 domestic steel companies would manage about
half of all export. The share of Japanese steel of all imported steel in US was 44.6% in 1969.It decreased to
44.4% in 1970, 37.7% in 1971, and 36.4% in 1972.  To implement VERs was substantially significant in terms of
maintaining sound situation of US market(7).
9.  Stage of Mature Industry
The largest amount of production of crude steel of Japan was 119.32 million tons in 1973. The share of
Japanese steel of total steel production in the entire world was 17% in the same year. Japanese share of global
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steel export was 27% in 1975. In the latter half of 1980s the export share continued to drop. It had been
over 30 % in the first half of 1980s. But it dropped to 27 % in 1987 and 19 % in 1989. However the most
important factor to determine the demand for steel is the order in domestic market. Domestic consumption for
steel was 68.48 million tons in 1985, which increased to 95.16 million tons in 1989. Particularly the demand for
steel at construction grew. The demand for ordinary steel at construction industry was 11.21 million tons in
1985, which jumped to 17.44 million tons in 1989.
The main domestic industries to absorb steel products are civil engineering, construction, automobiles,
shipbuilding and machinery. Automobiles used 18.2 % of domestic steel in 2000. Construction used 11.4 %.
Machinery including industrial machines, electric machines and household machines , used 8.3 % . Civil
engineering used 6.2 %. Shipbuilding utilized 4.9 %. Concerning sales-figure, Japanese steel industry as a whole,
which means the corporations belonging to the Japan Iron and Steel Federation(JISF)(8), achieved 13 trillion yen
in 1991, 11.9 trillion yen in 1992, 10.9 trillion yen in 1993, 10.7 trillion yen in 1994, 10.9 trillion yen in 1995, 11.2
trillion yen in 1996, 11.0 trillion yen in 1997, 9.4 trillion yen in 1998, and 9.0 trillion yen in 1999. The continual
massive demand for Japanese steel at overseas and domestic markets enables it to stay as steel giant in the
entire world. 
Japanese steel industry has established advantage in terms of equipment and technologies. 30% of large scale
blast furnaces of over 2000m3 , 65% of over 4000m3 and 13% of LD converters were used by Japanese
corporations in 1984(9). The rate of continuous casting steel ( the rate of amount of half-finished-product from
melted ore ) , which was a crucial index of steel making technology, was 36.9% in US,  76.9% in then West
Germany and 89.1% in Japan in 1984.The rate of Japan increased to 92% in 1985 .
The aggregate amount of production of crude steel in the world in 1989 was 783 million tons. Only 17 nations
among about 70 steel making nations produced over 10 million tons of steel. In terms of total production of steel
in 1989, then Soviet produced 160.08 million tons, Japan 107.91 million tons, US 88.85 million tons, China 61.43
million tons, then West Germany 41.0 million tons, Italy 25.17 million tons, Brazil 25.06 million tons, South
Korea 21.87 million tons, UK 18.81 million tons, and  France 18.69 million tons. In terms of share of aggregate
production of crude steel in the world in 1989, then Soviet occupied 20.4%, Japan 13.8%, US 11.3%, China 7.8%,
then West Germany 5.2%, Italy 3.2%, Brazil 3.2%, South Korea 2.8%, UK 2.4% and France 2.4%. The ten nations
occupied 72.5%. 
10.  Rising East Asia and Japanese Steel
As the economy of East Asian area has been developing rapidly, the area has become important for Japanese
steel industry in terms of steel trade.  Regarding export of Japanese steel in the latter half of 1980s, East Asian
nations turned the crucial area to absorb Japanese products. About 60% of aggregate export of Japanese steel
products was directed to East Asian nations. In terms of import amount of Japanese steel in 1989, China
imported 3,310 thousand tons, Taiwan 1,921 thousand tons, Korea 1,632 thousand tons, Thailand 1,487
thousand tons, Singapore 787 thousand tons, Malaysia 661 thousand tons, Indonesia 535 thousand tons and
Philippine 324 thousand tons(10). In 2000 Japan imported 7.75 million tons of foreign steel products. Main
exporters to Japan were South Korea, Taiwan, and China. In 2000 Japan imported 2.64 million tons from South
Korea, 1.15 million tons from Taiwan, and 0.49 million tons from China. The amount of importing steel from
the three nations was over 90% of Japanese total importation of steel.
Japanese steel producers are always careful of rising competitiveness of steel production of East Asian nations.
On the other hand they sometimes supply capital and technologies-assistance to East Asian nations that try to
increase their competitiveness of steel making. Particularly Japanese steel firms provided China with
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substantial support in terms of capital and technologies. Nippon Steel Corporation supplied technological
assistance for construction of a steel making plant at Wuhan. Also the firm contributed to construction of a steel
manufacturing plant at Paoshan. JISF and Chinese Ministry of Metallurgy started to hold periodic joint
meeting to consult about diverse subjects including management, market and technologies. 
On January in 2001 three Chinese steel manufacturers, Shanghai Steel, Capital Steel and Wuhan Steel,
created comprehensive tie up. The largest steel makers group in the world , which will have the capacity to
produce crude steel of over 30 million tons, is formed. Currently, China is the largest producer and consumer of
steel in the world.
11.  The Dynamic Diversification of Enterprise
One of the most important trends of Japanese steel industry is that steel giant companies began to diversify
their enterprises. In the middle of 1970s some steel companies started to diversify its businesses gradually,
embarking on various enterprises including engineering, new material, chemical products, electronics and
advanced information.
For example, Nippon Steel Corporation has tried to diversify its business by embarking on other industrial
fields to maintain aggregate benefit. Now the business field of the firm is not limited to producing steel. The
company has diverse business fields including electric power, chemicals, new materials and nonferrous metals,
system solution, urban development and engineering & construction. These businesses tend to upgrade each
contents of jobs.
Electric power is one of the beneficial jobs for the company. Generally Japanese steel manufacturers have their
captive power plants. 43 % of total electricity consumption at Japanese steel in 2000 depended on power
generation of captive power plants. Public tender of wholesale supply of electric power was introduced in 1996,
which enabled some firms to produce electric power , which had been monopolied by authorized electric power
companies. Nippon Steel Corporation has know-how of electric generation, which is derived from experience of
captive power generation at steel making plants. The steel manufacturing plants of the corporation, the plant at
Muroran, the plant at Kamaishi, the plant at Hirohata, the plant at Yahata, and the plant at Ohita start
wholesale supply to Hokkaido Electric Power Corporation ( EPC ), Tohoku EPC, Kansai EPC and Kyushu EPC.
The amendment of Electric Business Law in 2000 relaxed the restriction concerning retail to large buyers.
Nippon Steel Corporation started electric retail in 2001.
The corporation creates diverse useful chemical resources , as byproducts, in the process of steel production.
The chemical resources turned the foundation to bear various chemical products including basic chemical
products, synthetic resins, high functional compound material, electronic material and so on.
New materials and nonferrous materials are central field of the firm. The company supplies diverse useful
materials at the enterprise of new materials and nonferrous metals. Actually the company produced new
materials including titan, carbon textile, amorphous metal and fine ceramics. Semiconductor-material, fine
ceramics, electronics-related material and carbon textile are beneficial commodities. Titanium is one of the most
promising material. It has some excellent advantages. It is light and strong. Also it is rustproof and harmless
for physical body of human being.
System solution is promising business for the company. Diverse information technologies enable numbers of
firms, systems and individuals to be closely linked. The recognition of importance of network is spreading. The
corporation promotes the business of system solution, which work as the key-station to aid users of various
networks.
One of the most important businesses of the corporation is urban development. The firm constructs
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condominiums at urban areas. Also it embarks on city-redevelopment and large scale urban development
aggressively.
The firm implements the business of engineering & construction. The crucial job of the business department is
construction of various plants, energy-production-related establishments, marine structures, and large bridges,
which is deploied at all over the world. Huge leisure center named “ Space World “ was constructed by the firm.
Kobe Steel reinforces the diversification of enterprise. For example, the firm has many subsidiary companies
and  related  companies  that  produce  diverse  machines  including  chemical-related  machines,  atomic
energy-related machines, construction-related machines and  some machines for new traffic systems. Also,
electronics-related and information-related fields are the area where the firm gets tremendous benefit. The
enterprise of electronics and information fields are run by Kobe Steel itself , subsidiary companies and related
companies. They produce numbers of high technological commodities such as semiconductor-related parts ,
super-conductivity-related machines and machines of information technologies.
12.  Advanced Technologies and Research & Development
Japanese steel industry develops and supplies new special steels to satisfy new requirements. For example, it
develops seawater-resistant steel for construction of marine structure or water-front development.
Demagnetized steel is developed to be used for linear motor train. Steel house is advantageous in terms of
earthquake-resistant. High quality specific steel products are researched and developed. The special product for
automobiles leads to light weight of bodies and cut of fuel expenses. New rustproof steel “super dima“ is
invented. Environment-friendly new products which remove harmful chemical elements are used for household
electric commodities like video deck. Japanese steel manufacturers research and develop “ultra steel“  whose
degrees of intensity and life span are over two times as compared with usual steel(11).
The use of low-grade raw material was increased so as to reduce hot metal production costs(12). Pulverized coal
injection(PCI) was practiced for all blast furnaces in operation, with a view to decreasing the use of expensive
coke. Non-caking coal as a percentage of all coking coal imports has exceeded 50% since 1998, because pulverized
coal injections were increased and improved coke manufacturing technology spurred non-caking coal
consumption. Non-caking coal imports in 2000 amounted to 40.68 million tons, up 10.3 % over the previous year,
representing 65.2% of the coking coal imported in the year.
Japanese steel industry has made the best use of computers in the process of manufacturing and sales. It is
one of the most computerized industry. Advanced computerization realizes high levels in terms of quality of
products, efficiency of production, efficiency of energy use and number of work force. In the past about 10
thousand workers were required at giant plants. But, now, about 3,000 or 4,000 workers operates them(13).
The steel companies to carry out very aggressive research and development at diverse fields have formed
original institutions inside. For example, there exist four kinds of R&D bodies at Nippon Steel Corporation. Steel
Research Institution, High Technology Research Institution, Equipment Technology Development Center and
each department of technology research at local bases including Muroran, Kimitsu, Nagoya, Hirohata, Hikari,
Yahata and Ohita.
13.  Age of Environment Protection and Environment Management
Japanese steel industry aims at the most efficient usage of energy in the world.  The steel industry is a
too-much-energy-consuming industry that accounts for about 12% of Japan’s total final energy consumption. It
has cut its energy consumption by about 20% since the first oil crisis, thus achieving one of the world’s highest
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level of energy utilization efficiency. Decrease of energy consumption brings about reduction of generation of
CO2. The energy using efficiency is calculated by the unit of energy consumption at production of one ton crude
steel. When it is indicated by 100, Brazilian one is 119, UK’s one is 116, and French one is 112. Japanese steel
has tried to transfer her excellent technologies to cut energy consumption to other nations, which has
contributed to improvement of global environment.
Generally formation of recycle system contributes to environment protection. Japanese steel industry has
promoted recycling. For example, the steel industry as a whole generates around 40 million tons of steel slug.
Steel slugs as byproduct in the process of steel production are used for cement production, road construction,
civil engineering, land reclamation and so on.
Moreover, efforts is under way in order to develop the technologies for using waste plastics as raw materials.
Already put into practical use, some technologies make it possible to inject waste plastic into the blast furnace
and charge them into the coke oven, contributing to the promotion of measures to prevent global warming.
Steel scraps derived from automobiles, vacant cans and so forth are used for steel production. The ratio of the
function of electric furnaces is rising as the importance of recycling is becoming the tide. About 30 % of steel
production depends on electric furnaces(14)(15).
Gases discharged from coke ovens, blast furnaces and basic oxygen furnaces are used as fuel for reheating
furnaces and power stations. The steel industry uses massive water. Domestic steel plants scarcely discharge
used water and actualize over 90 % recycling of water.
Nippon Steel Corporation is one of the excellent companies which emphasize the importance of environment
management. In 1998 the corporation set Committee of Environment Management to promote environment
management. The Committee publishes Environment Report and makes the plan for cut of CO 2 and industrial
wastes. It creates the strategies to generate new manufacturing processes and material that lighten the burden
imposed on environment. To create new ''environment-related businesses'' by the use of environment
technologies is also the job of the Committee. The company has created a complete recycle system inside the firm.
It tries to expand a recycle system to other industrial fields or a society as a whole. The firm absorbs diverse
wastes generated from other industrial fields and a society , including used tiles, used plastic and steel scraps,
and reproduces various materials as recycle-products which are able to be utilized for civil engineering,
construction and manufacturing processes at some industries. The firm develops the special recycle system
which dissolves harmful garbage and turns them into harmless resources and energy completely. The recycle
system lets usual final garbage disposal place be not necessary. Many local governments introduce the recycle
system.  Nippon  Steel  Corporation  has  accepted  the  reputation  of   excellent environment  management.
Innovest , a grading company of environment in US, gave the firm a high reputation, AAA. 
14.  Global Scale Competition and Big Mergers
Globally total production of crude steel was over 800 million tons in 2000. The top producer was China, which
generated 127.24 million tons as 15% of the total production in the world. Japan produced 106.44 million tons.
US supplied 101.52 million tons. Russia produced 59.1 million tons. Germany 46.4 million tons. South Korea
43.1 million tons. Ukraine 31.4 million tons. Brazil 27.9 million tons. India 26.9 million tons. Italy 26.7 million
tons. France 21.0 million tons. Taiwan 16.7 million tons. Canada 16.6 million tons, Spain 15.8 million tons and
Mexico 15.7 million tons. ( Table 2 )
Regarding main manufacturers to achieve massive amount of crude steel in 2000, we find Nippon Steel
Corporation of Japan as No 1, POSCO of South Korea as No2, Arbed Group of Luxembourg as No3, LMN Group
of UK as No4, Usinor of France as No5,NKK of Japan as No6, Corus of UK as No7, Thyssen Krupp of Germany
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as No8, Shanghai Steel of China as No9, Riva Group of Italy as No10, Kawasaki Steel of Japan as No11,
Sumitomo Metal of Japan as 12, US Steel of US as No13, Sail of India as No14, China Steel ( CSC ) of Taiwan
as No15, Nucor of US as No16, Magnitogorsk of Russia as No17, Severstal ( Cherepovests ) of Russia as No18,

































Table 2  Amount of Production of Crude Steel of Major Nations
































































Table 3  Amount of Production of Crude Steel of Major Steel Manufacturers in the World
Source: Original Processing from Investigation of Metal Bletin, 2001
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The number of big steel manufacturers in Europe was over 20 in 1980s. But in 1990s over 20 companies
started to merge into super large steel companies. On February in 2001 French steel maker, Usinor as the
largest steel producer in Europe announced that it would merge with Arbed, Luxemburg’s maker and Ensidesa,
Spanish manufacturer, which meant formation of super large steel company that would surpass Nippon Steel
Corporation as champion in the world in terms of the production of crude steel. About 5 super large steel
manufacturers will be generated in Europe.  
On April in 2001 NKK as the second largest domestic firm and Kawasaki Steel Corporation as the third
announced that they would plan to be merged together(16). The amount of production of crude steel of NKK is
about 13 million tons. The amount of Kawasaki is about 12.1 million tons. The amount of the new company ,
including some overseas subsidiary companies, will be over 30 million tons. The giant steel manufacturer by the
merger will be the first largest maker , surpassing Nippon Steel Corporation in terms of the production amount
of crude steel. NKK has close relation with Thyssen Krupp, Germany big steel maker, searching for the way of
tie up concerning steel board for automobiles. The Japanese steel new giant , which will be formed by NKK and
Kawasaki Steel Corporation, has possibility of merging with Thyssen Krupp.
The beginning element to cause the domestic big merger was Nissan Automobile Company. Nissan , which
used to be a typical Japanese racial capital company, was forced to take the position under the influence of
Renault , facing management crisis. Nissan supervised under Renault called on domestic steel manufacturers to
decrease the prices of steel products in order of realize the cost reduction of automobile production. In fact
Nissan modified the list of suppliers of steel products and each share of order with each steel supplier. Nippon
Steel Corporation ,which dropped the prices of steel materials by its force of super large scale, expanded its
delivery share to Nissan, 30% to 60%. In contrast NKK lost its share, 30% to 10%. This incident caused fierce
competition of price down at domestic steel, which would lead to the merger between NKK and Kawasaki Steel
for realization of super large scale merit. 
Nippon Steel Corporation plans to capture the right of management of Saium United Steel (SUS), the largest
steel processing maker in Thailand, by expanding investment in the firm. The ratio of capital Nippon Steel
Corporation submits at SUS is now 31.25%. It will be increased to 36.3%. SUS had been set up in 1995. SUS had
manufactured steel sheets for automobiles and household electric equipments. Depression in South East Asia let
the business achievement of SUS deteriorate. Nippon Steel Corporation aims at creation of useful center of
enterprises of South East Asia through taking SUS.
15  Future of Japanese Steel 
The development trace of Japanese steel industry has two obviously different phases. The first phase is the
one of steel industry as the central impetus to realize heavy industries-centered industrial structure. Japanese
steel had been strong booster to promote Japanese economy as a whole from 1901, when national steel firm,
Yahata Steel was set up , to 1970s when Japanese steel established giant position in the global market. The
industrial policy by government was active at the first phase. Government utilized diverse tools of industrial
policy, including formation of national plant, subsidies, preferential loan, introduction of excellent foreign
technologies, tax-treatment, export-promotion and so on. The governmental support for steel was typically
developmental industrial policy. The second phase is the one of advanced steel industry as the vital competitor
in the age of globalization, which has begun obviously since 1980s. Japanese firms at steel industry have
managed to survive at tremendous global competition, facing rapidly rising powers of the steel makers of Asian
nations including China and South Korea, and European manufacturers which strengthen their forces by
realizing super-scale-merit through giant mergers. NKK and Kawasaki Steel plan to be merged. Another
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strategy to maintain benefit is diversification of business. Actually Japanese steel companies embark on new
businesses such as engineering, urban development, new material, electronics, information, system-solution,
and so forth.
Japanese steel companies have accumulated tremendous capital, high technologies, management strategies,
business tools, global network and capable employees. They will continue to change business style and business
fields, facing changes of market structure and economic environment, to survive in the tide of globalization.
Notes
(1) Japanese industrial policy to promote key manufacturing industries such as steel and automobiles, which
contributed to realization of rapid economic growth of Japan, particularly accepted strong interest from some
nations longing for rapid development. Actually some nations introduced Japanese-style industrial policy.
(2) Strictly speaking, what contains over 1.7% of carbon inside is pig iron called sentetsui in Japanese and what
contains less than 1.7 % of carbon inside is steel said hagane in Japanese. The substantial majority of products
made by makers are steel, which has high degree of intensity and is processed easily.
(3) In 1950 Nippon Steel Corporation was divided into Yahata Steel and Fuji Steel under the Law for
Elimination of Excessive Economic Concentration.
(4) The industrial policies in 1950s, carried out by MITI, contributed to revitalization and development of
domestic other manufacturing industries. One of the reasons why MITI could  enforce the effective policies was
because it was provided with some influential authorities to influence private sector, containing the authority to
allocate scarce foreign currencies.
(5) Japan scarcely has necessary natural resources like iron ore and needs to import them by ships. Therefore,
many giant steel making plants of Japan are located at coastal areas. Also, the seaside plants enable their
products to export to far domestic market and overseas market by ships easily.
(6) VER was controversial subject. VER was the policy to solve trade friction, but on the other hand what VER
meant was to regulate internationally free market competition and stifle the benefit of steel users. 
(7) VER would be adopted to solve serious trade friction between Japan and US in 1970s and 80s when
Japanese other manufactured products such as automobile or semiconductor were excessively exported to US. 
(8) As of May 2001, the membership of the Japan Iron and Steel Federation(JISF) consisted of 32 independent
iron-and steelmaking companies and 3 organizations of iron and steel producers , accounting for 96% of Japan’s
total crude steel production as of 2000. 
(9) In 2000 Japanese steel industry as a whole had 39 blast furnaces, of which 31 were in operation, 64
converters and 409 electric furnaces.
(10) Japanese steel industry as a whole exported 29.16 million tons of steel products in 2000. Its sales amount
was 16 billion and 262.46 million dollars ( 1 trillion and 748.2 billion yen ) .
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(11) The production amount of Japanese steel industry consists of about 85 % of ordinary steel production and
about 15 % of special steel production. The ratio of special steel production is rising and relatively high compared
with the productions at the other nations of the West. Basically special steel is the steel product to include
various chemical elements to create specific characteristics such as heat-resistance, rust-resistance, and so on.
Diverse special steels tends to generate high-value-added.
(12) The principal raw materials of steel production are iron ore and coking coal. In 2000 Japan imported 131.73
million tons of iron ore. 53.9% of them were from Australia. 20.5% of them were from Brazil. 12.6% of them were
from India. Concerning coking coal, 62.44 million tons were imported. Australia sent 63.2 % of them. Canada
supplied 19.1 % of them. Indonesia provided 5.7 % of them.
(13) Regarding aggregate number of employees at Japanese steel industry, it was about 245 thousand people in
1996, 235 thousand in 1997, 226 thousand in 1998, 215 thousand in 1999, and 202 thousand in 2000.
(14) The crude steel produced by converters (tenro) was 75.784 million tons in 2000. What electric furnaces
(denro) generated was 30.657 million tons in the same year.
(15) Regarding ferrous scrap trade, exports have tended to exceed imports since 1996. Exports in 2000 totaled
2.9 million tons, with South Korea and China the main destinations.
(16) The merger between NKK and Kawasaki plans to be realized through two steps. First step is to create joint
holding company. Second step is to adjust diverse enterprises including steel manufacturing and engineering.
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